DATE: 16 FEB 63
TO: DIRECTOR
FROM: MEXICO CITY
ACTION: 
INFO: DOP, CI, CI/OPS, CI/OA, WH 7, S/C 2.

FRONT DIR INFO WAVE CITE MEXI 3463


SECRET

REPRODUCTION BY OTHER THAN THE ISSUING OFFICE IS PROHIBITED.
1. Shortly after the incident, Julio Conde Figueras, a Cuban cook, appeared in yard and asked him if he had any coffee, i.e., for Castro sisters. Conde retorted angrily and abruptly that there was no coffee. Ten minutes later Emma returned and the two sisters left the Embassy Grounds.

2. On morning 15 Feb Ramon Simobas Casador called MTG discuss responsibility scandal set forth para 1. Most all Embassy Personnel attended. Also Irina Tapaote de Valdes (notable exception Andres Aragon Ramos). Vega particularly vitriolic criticism of various elements refused. Later MTG felt he should be congratulated ("un saludo") Jorrin for his exemplary performance at gate which "makes him a worthy soldier of the revolution". And with back to (1-9) gave him understand he to blame incident. Simobas said that discussion of this "grave incident" would continue next week and that report would be sent HAVANA.

END OF MESSAGE